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ABSTRACT
We propose a license management system for content
separate delivery over P2P network. In trivial content
delivery systems, a content file is delivered to a user
bound license data within content-key simultaneously.
However, a server needs to administer not only user
license but also content files, and so server's load is
heavy in these systems. In our proposed system, users
can obtain a content file not only a content delivery
server but also other and can be licensed for the
content-key separated content delivery. Therefore, our
proposed system is lightweight and scalable.
Furthermore, for the purpose to show the feasibility,
we have implemented a prototype system. As the result
of the evaluation, we show our proposed system is
secure and practical.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, the internet becomes common
technology and makes it possible for users to do
their work efficiently. Especially, as a result of the
development of broadband networks, cellular
phone networks and wireless networks, a digital
content delivery service over the computer
network is widely penetrated.
Nowadays most of current content delivery
systems are based on the server-client model
generally, e.g. iTunes Store [1] and YouTube [2].
In this model, content and license information are
stored in the server of a content provider.
Therefore, the content provider should handle
huge amount of traffic data in response to user’s
request. On the other hand, content distribution
over P2P (Peer-to-Peer) network is promising

model because P2P communication avoids to
concentrate traffic on the server and is also an
alternative business model to market the rich
content. Accordingly P2P content distribution
system such as BitTorrent [3] and SkeedCast [4]
are highlighted. However, current P2P content
distribution systems cannot handle digital rights
bound to the content. Eventually, piracy caused by
illegal use of P2P content distribution systems has
become serious problem. For the further diffusion
of content distribution services over P2P network,
it is urgently necessary to construct a method of
prevention against illegal content distribution.
One of problems about copyright protection is
illegal copy from content file. Current DRM
(Digital Rights Management) methods need to
manage content/content-key on a server and to
send encrypted content-key with the user-key to
the user for prohibiting other user from using this
content file without content-key. In this method,
one server (or one group of server administered by
same license administrator) administers all users'
license and content files and protects copyrights
against illegal content distribution. So this method
is adapted to P2P content distribution systems
directly, because a user can obtain content files
from other users. Up to now, there is no DRM
mechanism that is suitable for P2P content
distribution systems. For the purpose to deploy
P2P content distribution systems securely, DRM is
necessary function to be provided.
Taking into account of the above background, we
propose a secure content delivery system that is
optimal for the P2P network, where multimedia
content can be securely delivered by means of P2P
communication while license administrator issues
the license with a small amount of network
resource and computational power. More precisely,
our proposed system is based on so-called separate
delivery model, namely a user can send encrypted
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content to the other user over P2P network, and
the other user can decrypt the received content by
use of the license information that is from the
license administrator. An outstanding feature of
the proposed method is that the license
administrator only manages one master secret and
only re-binds a content-key to the target user on
the request basis. Therefore, our proposed system
is light-weight and scalable. Furthermore, for the
purpose to show the feasibility, we have
implemented a prototype system. As the result of
the evaluation, we show our proposed system is
secure and practical.
2 RELATED WORKS
One of fundamental methods in DRM systems is
Super-distribution [5]. Super-distribution model
permits users to copy content and a content
provider collects a charge for each content data.
As a result, a content provider can realize content
distribution service through many kinds of
networks. Therefore, recent content distribution
services tend to use Super-distribution model. In
the Super-distribution model, however, each user
has to connect to the license administration server
whenever the user enjoys one or more contents.
For this reason, the license issuing burden of
license administrator in Super-distribution model
is more than that in the other content distribution
model. Namely the license administration server
in Super-distribution model must be overloaded.
No efficient mechanisms to solve the above
problem are proposed.
Super-distribution model is also based on the
separate delivery where a license is issued
separately with content distribution. Therefore, the
model is applicable to P2P network because
content can be delivered by means of peer to peer
communication while the license is issued by
using direct connection between the license
administrator and a user. When content providers
distribute content to users over P2P network, the
traffic on distributing content over the whole P2P
network is smoothing. Therefore, the total number
of transaction on content distribution will increase.
Eventually, it is expected that transaction on the
license issuing is also increasing. For this reason,

we think that it is important to reduce the license
issuing process in license administration server.
To reduce the overload in the server, the method
where the license administrator can delegate
license issuing process to users’ terminals is
proposed [6–8]. In this method, a user who has an
encrypted content and its license can re-encrypt
and distribute this content to the other user on
behalf of the content providers, namely it is based
on the combined model. As a result, the content
providers do not need to distribute content from a
particular server. However, because a user can
distribute content without a license notification,
the license administrator should provide other
methods on license control.
Meanwhile other method, in which a content
provider can specify a limit of a transfer period
and a user cannot use the content when the term
expires, is proposed [9–15]. In this method, a
trusted server, which can re-encrypt content to the
other user for license verification is introduced,
and a content-key can expires after limited date
due to re-encryption of content. Therefore, a
content provider can control indefinite distribution
of content. A user needs to receive license from
license administrator because of continuous
content use, and so the administrator can receive
information, which is used for charging. However,
a user can use content until limited date and a
license administrator or content providers cannot
know user information within this term.
Furthermore, this method need extra third party
besides user terminals and servers, which are
under license administrator control.
3 PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 Service Model
We show proposed service model in Figure 1.
We suppose that our model has a license
administration class and a user class over
computer network.
(1) License Administration Class
A license administrator class is a group of servers
for license administration. Each server within this
class has one of the three functions: for providing
content, for content-key issuance to users and
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Figure 1. Service model.

charging from users and for content administration
instead of content providers, charge collection
from content-key issue servers and charge
dividing among content providers. We name a
server for each function “Content provider,”
“Content-key issue server” and “Content
administration server.” Regarding the connection
among these servers, P2P network is not
structured.
Furthermore, Content-key issue servers have
only common master-key among entities in license
administrator class and do not have/administer
content-keys and user-keys. Therefore, license

administrator can increase the number of contentkey issue servers according to a scale of service.
(2) User Class
User class has plural users on the network and
these users connect each other over P2P network.
Furthermore, users can connect servers in
License Administrator Class over direct
communication.
(3) Communication and Transaction in/between
License Administrator Class and User Class
A user can obtain a Content-File, shown in section
3.2, from a content provider directly or from other
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Figure 2. Content-File format.

user with P2P connection. In this paper, we
suppose that any users can obtain a Content-File
and request content-key issuance without
procedure of entry into services.
If a Content-File has not been distributed yet or a
user cannot find this Content-File in user class,
this user obtains this Content-File from a content
provider directly. If this Content-file has already
been distributed and a user can find this ContentFile in user class, this user obtains this ContentFile from other user. After new user obtains a
Content-File, this user picks out content-key
encrypted with former user’s user-key and this
former user’s user-key (and metadata) encrypted
with master-key from this Content-File.
Continuously this new user sends his/her user-key
and picked data in this Content-File and to a
content-key issue server. A content-key issue
sever re-encrypts the content-key with new user’s
user-key and this new user-key (and metadata)
with master-key, and sends created data to this
new user. In the same time, this new user pays a
charge to a content-key issue server. A contentkey issue server sends this charge and content
information in metadata to a content
administration
server,
and
this
content
administration server divides this charge

according to content information. However, in this
paper, the matter of charging is beyond the scope
of our method, and so we omit charging protocol
(including charge collection/dividing).
3.2 Outline of Content-File Format
In the present content distribution system, the
license administrator stores all content-key and
administers license. Therefore, users need to
request content-key or license issue from this
administrator directly. Furthermore, the license
administrator controls content distribution or deny
illegal distribution/use. However, the license
administrator needs to search a content-key in the
huge content-key database on the administrator’s
server and issuing a license whenever the
administrator receives requests from users. This
present method concentrates process of contentkey issuing in specified servers, and we expect
that this method causes the overload of these
servers if the number of content increase in large
quantities and/or many users request content-key
issuance within a short period. Therefore, that
present DRM is not realistic under a large quantity
of content distribution over P2P network.
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Concerning this problem, we propose a new key
management and authentication mechanisms for
efficient content distribution service. In the
mechanism, we define a file set including contentkey, license data (user-key and meta-data), content
and other data, which we call Content-File. In this
Content-File, each data is encrypted with
encryption key where only the entity that has a
master-key can decrypt and obtains all data in
Content-File. If the license administrator has the
master-key, the administrator can get content-key
and license data from Content-file without
searching process. Therefore, we can decrease the
burden of the license administrator.
We show a proposed Content-File format in
Figure 2.
The license administrator manages servers that
hold the master-key, which we call content-key
issue server. In case that a user who obtains the
Content-File, the user decrypts a content-key with
his/her user-key and decrypts content with the
decrypted content-key.
For distribution of content, a user sends the
Content-File to the other users over P2P network,
after the re-encryption of the Content-File with
temporal user-key. The other user who receives
the Content-File, requests the content-key issue
server to re-encrypt the content-key in this
Content-File with his/her user-key for the purpose
of using this content. After the receiving user
receives the re-encrypted content-key from the
server, the user enables to use the content.
3.3 Protocol
In this chapter, we propose a protocol for realizing
our service model. The protocol consists of three
parts; content direct distribution, content-key
issuance and content distribution through P2P
connection. In content direct distribution protocol,
we show that a user obtains a Content-File from a
content provider directly when this Content-File
has not been distributed yet among users or a user
cannot find this Content-File over P2P. In content
distribution protocol through P2P connection, we
show that a user obtains a Content-File through
P2P connection when a user can find this ContentFile over P2P. In content-key issuance protocol,
we show a user obtains his/her own Content-File

from a content-key issue server by re-encryption
of content-key with his/her user-key. Generation
of user-key is based on our previous method,
which has a function of content binding with user
terminal by the terminal ID.
We define assumptions and notations of this
protocol as follows:
Assumptions:
 Servers in license administrator class are
honest and trustful.
 Network in license administrator class is
secure.
 All content-key issue servers have a common
master-key.
 Each user terminal has his/her own user-key.
Notations:
Ku 1st , Ku 2nd , Ku for : User-key (“1st” is a user
obtaining content from a content provider
directly, “2nd” is a user obtaining this content
from former user with P2P connection, and
“for” is a former user who wants to content
distribution with P2P connection).
Kt n : Shared temporal key for connection between
a server in license administrator class and a
user in user class or among user’s terminals
(n is numeral).
Km: Master-key.
Kud n : Temporal user-key for content distribution.
Kc: Content-key.
SENC (m,k): Encrypted message (m) with
symmetric encryption using key (k).
Cont: Content data.
Meta: Metadata regarding content data.
CID: Content ID.
p x , g x , s x : Prime number (p), generator (g) and
random value (s) used in Diffie-Hellman Key
Exchange algorithm for generating Kt n (x is
numeral).
pu x , gu x , su x : Prime number (pu), generator (gu)
and random value (su) used in DiffieHellman Key Exchange algorithm for
generating user-key (x is numeral).
ID 1st , ID 2nd : Terminal ID within user’s terminal
(“1st” is a user obtaining content from a
content provider directly, and “2nd” is a user
obtaining this content from former user with
P2P connection).
f (*): Transforming function of terminal ID.
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Figure 3. Content Direct Distribution.

||: Concatenation.
(1) Content Direct Distribution:
The content direct distribution protocol consists of
two phases; setup of the Content-File for
distribution and distribution of the Content-File to
a user. We show the content direct distribution
protocol in figure 3.
[Phase 1] Setup of the Content-File for
distribution:
1. Content Provider > Content-key Issue Server:
SENC(Cont,Kc) and Kc with concatenation.
2. Content-key Issue Server > Content Provider:
SENC(Kc,Kud 1 ) and SENC(Meta||Kud 1 ,Km)
with concatenation.
3. In Content Provider:

Setup
of
SENC(Meta||Kud 1 ,Km),
SENC(Kc,Kud 1 ) and SENC(Cont||Kc).
[Phase 2] Distribution of the Content-File:
1. User > Content Provider:
Content request.
2. Content Provider > User:
r 0 , g 0 , p 0 and g 0 s mod p 0 with concatenation.
3. User > Content Provider:
r 1 , g 0 s mod p 0 and SENC(r 0 ,Kt 0 ) with
concatenation.
(Kt 0 is g 0 s s mod p 0 .)
4. Content Provider > User:
SENC(r 1 ,Kt 0 ) (after verification that r 0 is
decrypted from SENC(r 0 ,Kt 0 ) correctly.)
5. User > Content Provider:
0

1

0 1
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Figure 4. Content-key Issuance.

6.

7.

SENC(CID,Kt 0 ) (after verification that r 1 is
decrypted from SENC(r 1 ,Kt 0 ) correctly.)
Content Provider > User:
SENC(SENC(Meta||Kud 1 ,Km)
||SENC(Kc,Kud 1 )
||SENC(Cont,Kc),Kt 0 )
In User:
Setup of SENC(Meta||Kud 1 ,Km),
SENC(Kc,Kud 1 ).
(SENC(Cont,Kc). has already been set up.)

(2) Content-key Issuance:
User cannot know Kud 1 in the data of the phase27 in (1), and so User cannot use this Content-File.
Content-key issuance protocol is for using this file.
This protocol consists of one phase. We show this
protocol in figure 4. In this section, a content-key
issue server sends content-key encrypted with
Ku 1st to “1st” user as an example.

[Phase] Setup of the seeds for user-key and
Content-File for user:
1. User > Content-key Issue Server:
Content-key request.
2. Content-key Issue server > User:
r 2 , g 1 , p 1 and g 1 s mod p 1 with concatenation.
3. User > Content-key Issue Server:
r 3 , g 1 s mod p 1 and SENC(r 2 ,Kt 1 ) with
concatenation.
(Kt 1 is g 1 s s mod p 1 .)
4. Content-key Issue Server > User:
SENC(r 3 ,Kt 1 ) (after verification that r 2 is
decrypted from SENC(r 2 ,Kt 1 ) correctly.)
5. User > Content-key Issue Server:
Ack (after verification that r 3 is decrypted
from SENC(r 3 ,Kt 1 ) correctly.)
6. Content-key Issue Server > User:
SENC(gu x ||pu x ||gu x sux mod pu x ,Kt 1 )
7. In User:
2

3

2 3
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Setup of gu x , pu x and gu x sux mod pu x .
8. In User:
Generating gu x f(ID1st) mod pu x ,Kt 1 and Ku 1st .
(Ku 1st is gu x suxf(ID1st) mod pu x .)
9. User > Content-key Issue Server:
SENC(SENC(Meta||Kud 1 ,Km)
||SENC(Kc,Ku 1st )
||gu x f(ID1st) mod pu x ,Kt 1 )
10. Content-key Issue Server:
SENC(SENC(Meta||Ku 1st ,Km)
||SENC(Kc,Ku 1st ),Kt 1 )
11. In user:
Setup of SENC(Meta||Ku 1st ,Km),
SENC(Kc,Ku 1st )
(SENC(Cont,Kc). has already been set up.)
When using the Content-File, the user
dynamically generates Ku 1st by gu x sux mod pu x in
seeds for user-key and ID 1st .
If a user needs to pay a charge for content use,
this user pays a charge to the content-key issue
server. The content administration server collects
metadata and charges for content use from
content-key issue servers at a fixed pace, and
divides these charges among content providers
under metadata.
(3) Content Distribution through P2P Connection:
The content distribution through P2P connection
protocol consists of two phases; setup of the
Content-File for distribution and distribution of
the Content-File to a user. We show the content
direct distribution protocol in figure 5.
[Phase 1] Setup of the Content-File for
distribution:
1. Former User > Content-key Issue Server:
Distribution request.
2. Content-key Issue server > Former User:
r 4 , g 2 , p 2 and g 2 s mod p 2 with concatenation.
3. Former User > Content-key Issue Server:
r 5 , g 2 s mod p 2 and SENC(r 4 ,Kt 2 ) with
concatenation.
(Kt 2 is g 2 s s mod p 2 .)
4. Content-key Issue Server > Former User:
SENC(r 5 ,Kt 2 ) (after verification that r 4 is
decrypted from SENC(r 4 ,Kt 2 ) correctly.)
5. Former User > Content-key Issue Server:
4

5

4 5

6.
7.

SENC(SENC(Meta||Ku 1st ,Km)
||SENC(Kc,Kd 1st ),Kt 2 )
(after verification that r 5 is decrypted from
SENC(r 5 ,Kt 2 ) correctly.)
Content-key Issue Server > Former User:
SENC(SENC(Meta||Kud 2 ,Km)
||SENC(Kc,Kud 2 ),Kt 2 )
In Former User:
Setup of SENC(Meta||Kud 2 ,Km) and
SENC(Kc,Kud 2 )
(SENC(Cont,Kc). has already been set up.)

[Phase 2] Distribution of the Content-File to a
user:
A) New User > Former User:
Content request.
B) Former User > New User:
r 6 , g 3 , p 3 and g 3 s mod p 3 with concatenation.
C) New User > Former User:
r 7 , g 3 s mod p 3 and SENC(r 6 ,Kt 3 ) with
concatenation.
(Kt 3 is g 3 s s mod p 3 .)
D) Former User > New User:
SENC(r 7 ,Kt 3 ) (after verification that r 6 is
decrypted from SENC(r 6 ,Kt 3 ) correctly.)
E) New User > Former User:
SENC(CID,Kt 3 ) (after verification that r 7 is
decrypted from SENC(r 7 ,Kt 3 ) correctly.)
F) Former User > New User:
SENC(SENC(Meta||Kud 2 ,Km)
||SENC(Kc,Kud 2 )
||SENC(Cont,Kc),Kt 3 )
G) In New User:
Setup of SENC(Meta||Kud 2 ,Km),
SENC(Kc,Kud 2 ) and SENC(Cont,Kc).
6

7

6 7

If this new user wants to use received ContentFile, the user follows same procedures using ID 2nd
in (2), and so the user received re-encrypted data,
SENC(Meta||Ku 2nd ,Km) and SENC(Kc,Ku 2nd ).
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Security
In our proposed method, for the purpose of
protecting content distributed in this model against
illegal use, the following is required:
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Figure 5. Content Distribution through P2P Connection.

A) Wiretapping Impossibility:
The content, which is obtained through
wiretapping, cannot be used on terminals
without permitted terminal.
B) Illegal Distribution Process Impossibility:
Even if users or third parties receive content
without running legal process, they cannot use
it.
C) Replay Attack Impossibility:

The content cannot be used by using other
license information for other content.
D) Privacy Protection:
Entities of license administrator class and
third parties cannot know a channel through
which a user obtains content.
We discuss them in the follows:
A) Even if the Content-Files are obtained through
wiretapping, malicious person cannot obtain
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content-key, user-key and master-key, so
illegal use of content is protected.
B) Even if the Content-Files are obtained, any
person cannot use content without procedures
in section 3.3 (2) because of encryption, so
illegal use of content is protected.
C) A Content-file which a user obtains from a
content provider directly or a former user
through P2P is encrypted with temporal userkey for content distribution, and so this user
cannot decrypt this Content-File with any
user-key for other Content-File because of
difference from the temporal user-key.
D) ID of a user terminal is used on user-key, and
a content-key issue server can know
gu x f(ID1st) mod pu x . However, this server cannot
obtain original ID. Information, which
identifies a user, is not sent except a seed of
this user-key in our protocol, so user privacy
about a channel through which a user obtains
content is protected against entities of license
administrator class.

In this simulation, if a user and a user-key issue
server generate seeds of user-key each time a user
start procedures in section 3.3 (2), re-encryption
throughput is 1.93 seconds. Considering this result,
we think that this throughput is enough fast to put
into practice. Furthermore, if a user and a user-key
issue server prepare seeds of user-key with
advance generating, re-encryption throughput is as
10 times fast as throughput under condition of
each time generating.
In general content distribution system, because of
intensive key issuance, it is expected that
throughput is lost if many sessions are connected.
However, in our method, because user-key issue
servers stores only master-key and do not need to
administer user-keys or content-keys, so we can
establish some user-key issue servers according to
the scale of user easily. Therefore, this method can
share user-key issuance among some user-key
issue servers and lighten to lose performance.
With all evaluation, we think that this proposed
method is enough practical with confidence.

4.2 Evaluation of Re-encryption with User-key

5 CONCLUSION

In our protocol, the throughput of re-encryption
with user key, procedure in section 3.3 (2), takes
effect on the performance. We explain the
simulation program under the proposed system
and evaluate the throughput of this re-encryption.
Environment of simulation is following:
 Content-key issue server:
Pentium4 2.4GHz, Memory 1GB,
Windows 2000;
 User terminal:
Pentium4 2.26GHz, Memory 1GB,
Windows 2000;
 Network:
100BASE-TX;
 Security Algorithm:
 Symmetric Encryption: AES-128;
 One-way Hash Function: SHA-1;
We show result of throughput of re-encryption in
table 1. The values of follows are average values
in ten times evaluation.

We proposed new content distribution method
over P2P network. In this method, entities of
license administrator class do not need to
administer user-key and content-key, and so we
think our method is able to distribute a lot of
content over P2P. Furthermore, content are
encrypted with user-key as Content-File, and so a
user needs to re-encrypts this Content-File with
his/her own user-key when a user uses content.
Therefore, illegal content distribution is denied,
and so content providers securely distribute
content over P2P
Furthermore, we made simulation program and
evaluated the throughput of re-encryption with
user-key. As a result, we could confirm that our
method was realistic about content distribution
over P2P.
In the future, we will examine possibility that
those entities in license administrator class are
realized over P2P. Furthermore, we will make
content distribution system over P2P and confirm
that the proposed system is of practical use. And
on the purpose of simple implementation, we will
revise our program.

Table 1. Throughput of re-encryption with user-key.
Each time generating of user-key seeds.
1.93[sec]
Preparation of user-key seeds.
0.11[sec]
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